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Cities of the future…

In the future, people won’t necessarily own cars; they’ll demand personal mobility. As such, new
mobility services – like ride-hailing and car-sharing – will help to redefine the way we move
around our cities by delivering personalized, on-demand services.
At the same time, logistics businesses face ever-increasing customer expectation around new
levels of service and timely deliveries or pickups, while city authorities will be expected to use
a better understanding of their transport infrastructure to create urban environments where
quality of life is enhanced for all citizens.

Whether you’re a private company moving people or goods, or a governmental organization
responsible for managing traffic flow, urban environments present a common set of challenges.
Greater safety, reduced congestion and pollution, a better consumer experience, more wellorganized networks and intuitive vehicle use are shared goals for all those looking to transform
urban mobility.
Urban mobility is about to undergo a seismic change. This presents a huge opportunity for
businesses to improve service efficiency and vehicle use across a road network. It can also
empower city leaders to keep their streets moving as, together, these organizations create a
new generation of urban transportation and integrated door-to-door solutions.
This eBook will:
Explore the critical role location intelligence can play in helping organizations and cities to
realize the opportunities of harmonizing urban mobility.
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New opportunities,
transformative solutions

Fundamentally changing city transportation with enhanced urban mobility isn’t going to
be without challenges. To create more efficient and user-centric services and networks,
organizations will most likely focus on advances that help:
Improve the experience of service users by:
•
•
•

Meeting the ever-increasing expectation for timely pick-ups/deliveries
Creating a frictionless and engaging UX to delight users and encourage further use
Providing reliable and accessible mobility for all

Optimize the operations of service providers by:
•
•
•
•
•

Maximizing the usage of fleet assets to improve service levels
Efficiently matching supply to demand for quicker dispatch
Reducing operational costs and improving efficiency for growth
Delivering competitive advantages through tech and platform development
Attracting and retaining fleet drivers

Enhance the quality of the road network by:
•
•
•

Improving safety across all roads by understanding real-time and historical traffic patterns
Improving the way authorities communicate with drivers – perhaps through use of third
parties
Sharing data across traffic management solutions

Improve the experience of fleet drivers by:
•
•

Delivering better incident visibility to help rerouting and to avoid congestion
Warning about hazards to enhance their safety and efficiency

For organizations to meet and exceed their goals, they’ll need complete oversight of their
environments, visibility of their assets in motion and a way of ensuring services are delivered
in the most intuitive and cost-effective way possible – and for that, they need to apply location
intelligence.
What is location intelligence?

It’s the process of establishing meaningful insights from understanding the relationships
between various pieces of geospatial data. Put simply, it’s using a map as the basis for
looking at - and comprehending - the world.
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Making city
roads safer for all users

Whether commuting for work or delivering people and
goods, all drivers benefit from enhanced safety, yet
traffic management centers in urban areas find it tough
to keep on top of incidents, especially during severe
weather events.

Fatalities in the US topped 40,000 in 2017 and reduction
is a goal of government at all levels. To achieve this,
they need high-quality, real-time data on traffic and
incidents, along with analytics tools to provide a full
view of conditions.
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What is the opportunity
for enhanced urban road
safety?

By knowing what is going on across its
network, a traffic team could enhance the
speed of detection and response, identify
risk areas, determine causes of crashes, and
aid traffic operations and the planning of
infrastructure upgrades.

Gaining roadway incident
visibility, at low cost

Transportation authorities want to make more
data-driven decisions. As such, they need to
understand speeds and travel times across
their networks. This will enable them to:
•
•
•
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Monitor traffic flow and journey times on
critical corridors
Understand speeding to lowering the
risk of accidents
Relate emission levels to traffic and
other related data

Warning drivers about
hazards

When you’re responsible for a road network,
variable road signs are the only real way
to keep drivers officially informed about
incidents and congestion.

Given limited use of these signs – and the
various other channels drivers use for traffic
information – it’s hardly a surprise that
information drivers receive is often imprecise
or out of date. As such, authorities struggle to
exercise influence over drivers.
Location intelligence can play a critical
role for a governing authority looking to
for new ways to communicate with drivers.
If an agency makes real-time traffic data
available to third-party app developers, it
could move a step closer to getting their
information directly into vehicles and step
away from the costly business of supplying
travel information.

Several major cities and regions now have
a mature data strategy, establishing open
data portals, some of which include access
to traffic flows, disruptions and road works;
and the opportunity exists for many other
urban areas to share data and improve the
lives of citizens by enabling enhanced and
harmonized mobility across their urban areas.

Transforming
urban movement
– through efficient
transport operations
“Mobility solution providers have to satisfy
demand for services that are increasingly
convenient, fast and predictable.”
Arthur D. Little, The Future of Mobility 3.0, March 2018

To move towards profitability, mobility companies – like
ride-hailing firms – are aiming for global market coverage
through replicable processes in urban areas across the
world. At the same time, on-demand delivery business
face ever-increasing calls for improved customer service
levels and new ways to enhance drop-offs and pick-ups.

As such, opportunities to reduce costs and improve
operational efficiencies in the near-term are much sought
after, as they could help transform services at street level.
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What’s vital about this
opportunity?

Fleet planning and execution of daily
operations, gathering trip analysis,
understanding real-time information around
traffic and asset tracking - these are all
requirements for a fledgling mobility business
or a delivery firm.
Nascent mobility organizations need to
monitor performance to help establish key
indicators for growth. This will enable them to
maximize their efficiency as they design, build
and deliver new services.
For delivery organizations, much the same is
true. The future for them is all about reducing
the cost of last-mile services and meeting
expectations for additional service options
like same-day delivery.
In essence, many of these businesses are
becoming IT centers that need insourcing
strategies and partners that can help
build out their service delivery and
monitoring capabilities.

The transformative impact
of location intelligence

Understanding and applying the power of
location can help those that move people and
goods to meet the opportunities presented
to them. Real-time location data can
enable routing, driver location and vehicle
utilization to be optimized and automated for
maximum efficiency.
Understanding the location and the special
relationship between the customer and the
asset deployed on their behalf can help
provide tracking solutions and accurate
ETAs that can be combined with real-time
and accurate road knowledge. This allows
businesses to make changes - such as to
routes to maximize asset usage - on the fly.

Imagine a delivery business combining
deliveries and pick-ups in a single route
while also keeping customers informed about
status changes and ETAs. Or a ride-hailing
business where the customer can change the
destination and add pick-ups on the way after
booking their journey.

The flexibility location intelligence can
provide should help ensure a frictionless
consumer experience - from ordering a
service to point of arrival - which in turn will
lead to positive customer relations and strong
brand equity - and all of it delivered in the
most cost-effective way possible.
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“Proximity-aware systems have logistics applications
such as emailing a customer before a delivery
is to arrive and optimizing delivery routes if the
recipient is not available to receive the delivery.”
Gartner, Top 10 Technologies That Are Defining the Future of Mobility, July 2018

Examples of how location
intelligence can underpin
operational optimization
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Meet shipping and delivery time windows/
appointments and avoid penalties

•

Reduce miles traveled and fuel costs

•

Automate vehicle tracking and monitoring

•

Maximize asset utilization to optimize
operational costs

Provide data analytics, analysis, and
visualization for innovation and better
decision making

Identify a precise customer pick-up and
drop-off location could enabling a driver
to navigate more easily.
Knowing a location and the traffic could
help select and assign drivers with the
best ETAs - enabling a faster pickup

Smart routing could calculate the shortest
possible route between multiple
Want to talk? We do, too. Get in touch here.

•
•

waypoints. It might even propose pick-ups
and drop-offs on route to optimize
vehicle occupancy.
Extra customer locations to routes
and facilitates integration with other
transportation modes to help create a
complete solution.

Reliable location data brings consistency
to maps used by drivers, customers via
their apps, and backend dispatchers.
It enables the same routing results for
all and provides consistent turn-by-turn
navigation and real time-traffic.

Dispatchers can select drivers inside a
predetermined drive-time polygon around
the passenger or pickup/drop-off site
Post-trip summaries can be created
with precise details of the road
network used. This information can
be complemented with any toll costs
charged along the route, along with
information about speed limit violations
or hazardous driving.

Boost the experience
of urban movement
- with a seamless
and compelling UX

On-demand organizations focused on moving people and
goods in cities can strengthen their relationships with
customers by offering a range of services and frictionless
mobile functionality.
Transforming the way people interact with services
provided via mobile apps can help organizations like
multi-modal travel, ride-hailing or store, restaurant and
on-demand courier delivery services to grow, enhance
profitability and encourage further customer use.
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How does this help
transform city mobility?

It enables the provider to offer new
products, services and create innovative
new commercial models. At the same time, it
presents a way for the business to integrate
their brand into the experience, to delight
the customer and encourage their loyalty by
offering an engaging and seamless experience
across multiple functions and use cases.
For example, a provider could offer greater
personalization/customization through
developments like creating customer avatars
- based on user IDs - to start building a
brand relationship.

Why does a mobility
operator or delivery service
need outstanding UX?
Developing a frictionless and engaging UX is
as much a yardstick as an operational goal.
If this can be achieved, not only is it likely
to enhance the consumer’s appreciation
of the services being offered, it will be a
great indication of how the company has a
customer-first mindset.

It’s the job of the provider to understand
customer-centricity and figure out the content
offering from platform services that will
support enhanced digital experiences.
With this perspective, the provider will be
well-set to enhance its technology portfolio
roadmap and design next-generation user
experiences that delight consumers.

How does location
intelligence help?

Movers of people and goods can use location
intelligence to gain an understanding of their
customers and develop response services and
features that tap into the great operational
efficiencies borne out of deploying car and
truck fleets more intuitively.
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For example, by understanding location in
real-time and applying that accurately, an
on-demand service could develop a seamless
experience involving multiple processes,
such as planning a trip and then tracking the
assigned vehicle for an accurate ETA.

More examples of how
location intelligence can
transform urban mobility:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The user of a mobility service could
access intermodal routing options,
allowing them to travel in their
preferred way. Options could provide
for vehicle or public transport travel,
with real-time information on traffic,
delays and incidents.

For a user who wants to hail a ride,
they could be notified about a vehicle’s
location or the selected pick-up point.
Similarly, a customer get a real-time alert
at a pre-determined interval before a
delivery is due.

Ride-hailing customers can be supplied
with walking instructions to their nearest
pick-up location and save significant time
with pedestrian routing or guidance.

Passengers can track drivers on their
service app while a customer could track
their delivery, stay up to date with its live
route, and even change the drop off point.
Inform passengers on accurate pick-up
and trip destination ETAs based on
real-time data, even for shared rides.

Enhance the flexibility for deliveries and
pick-ups with the ability for customers
to select a narrow time window or,
offer timely pick-up or delivery for
enhanced satisfaction.

Receive notifications on changes to ETAs
or delivery status. Calculate up-to-date
ETAs for drivers as they move between
destinations and update apps with
this information.
Provider rating and feedback feature to
enhance the quality of future deliveries.

Enhance the
experience for
fleet drivers - with
real-time data

On-demand services in urban areas will, for the
foreseeable future at least, require teams of dedicated
drivers to ensure people and goods make it to their
destinations in time.

Yet, the pressure of multiple delivery windows, congestion,
physical work and low wages combine to make it
difficult for organizations to hold onto the personnel
they need and deliver the levels of service that urban
customers now expect.
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An opportunity to attract
and retain drivers

Organizations that rely on drivers – and
who want to incentivise them - have an
opportunity to do so through smart uses of
technology to encourage greater efficiency:
•
•
•

Find the fastest route possible, with all
appropriate vehicle attributes considered
Supply real-time traffic and stop-point
information to help bundle deliveries or
collections onto a single route
Supply drivers with performance
monitoring and notification of demand
surge in specific neighborhoods

If drivers can be rewarded for greater
efficiency, then features like these could
enhance their comfort, enjoyment and
ultimately lead to greater levels of
satisfaction and retention.

Optimized routes,
accurate navigation

Smart routing, accurate travel times, live
traffic and incident information and details
about places and services – drivers need this
information delivered in ways that are easy to
comprehend and apply.
Location intelligence is the first piece
of the puzzle. Amongst other things, it
can help provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to real-time, voice-guided,
turn-by-turn navigation
Positioning and heading accuracy

Route alternatives before trip starts

Accurate pick-up and drop-off locations
Avoidance of incidents

Point-of-interest names coupled with
address information

Efficient user interface - with rerouting in
real time with visual references

In congested areas, drivers need solutions
that provide real-time data for accurate
navigation and routes optimized for
multiple way points.
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To ensure efficiency as drivers move about
a city, location intelligence can also inform
greater accuracy in maps and include
navigable attributes, speed limits, toll and
critical environmental information.

What other advanced
functionality would
benefit drivers?
•
•
•
•
•

Improved route and journey times based
on real-time and historical traffic speeds
Categorized points of interest to help
destination selection

Accurate details on the location of petrol
stations, fuel types and prices
Detailed locations of stop signs and
traffic signals
Accurate information on road
infrastructure, bridges, weight
restrictions and junctions

What about boosting the
mobile UX for drivers?

Organizations that move good or people are
as focused on retaining drivers as they are on
creating an engaging UX for their customers –
so, what about combining the two?
Urban mobility is enhanced by organizations
keeping their best drivers on the road, so
it makes sense for them to empower these
people with apps to help with the various
tasks they’ll come across over the course of
a working week.

It’s likely to help organizations maintain
consistency and minimize confusion if a single
or grouped set of apps is available from the
single company for:
•

Navigation

•

Job management

•
•

Delivery

Driver invoicing

Developing an
efficient urban
transport system

“The global demand for passenger mobility in
urbanized areas is set to double by 2050.”
Arthur D. Little, The Future of Mobility 3.0., March 2018

Whether figuring out the best way to redirect traffic during
road works or the most efficient way to pick up waste,
transportation departments need to find the best ways
to move people and goods around the networks they
oversee.
Many large cities have emission-reduction targets in
place. Getting people onto public transit helps, but traffic
congestion mitigation efforts can also play a big role.
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How do cities understand
and improve their
networks?

Reliable traffic information helps urban
authorities see the health of their
transportation infrastructure by providing a
historical and real-time context.

Understanding traffic helps them plan for
the future and create an environment that
improves the quality of life for their citizens
as well as reduces pollution, energy costs
and housing costs.
Governing authorities need help to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Effectively manage roads, bridges, fleets
and mission critical infrastructure
Improve travel time reliability for all
modes of transport
Respond and clear incidents quickly
Prioritize transport system
investments across modes

Utilize collaboration and partnerships to
support an integrated system

Promote and enhance multi-modal access
and utilization

Primary questions location
intelligence helps city
authorities to answer:
•

How fast is traffic moving now?

•

How fast is traffic usually?

•

What is blocking traffic now?

What other features does
location intelligence
enable?
•
•
•
•

Accurate maps to support basic map
display, search, and tracking
Creating routes that minimize
driving on rough roads to reduce
vehicle maintenance

Creating truck routing considering
restrictions such as low bridges or
weight restrictions

Creating routes that minimize stop sign
and traffic light stops

Enhancing
sustainability and
urban movement
through technical
solutions
Societies are becoming heterogeneous. Changing social
trends in young populations, the rise of the middle classes
in emerging economies, and the empowerment of women
across the globe all help usher in new opportunities.
In addition to the need for convenience and seamless
digital experiences to improve how these groups move
around growing cities, one of the emerging values is
sustainability.

With an emphasis on zero emissions or service failures,
transport authorities and organizations that move people
and goods will be well-placed to grow consumer interest
as they expand and develop their technology.
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Making mobility work for
everyone

As cities feel the squeeze of increasing traffic
congestion, the pressure builds on authorities
to unblock roads and get people using other
modes of transportation.
Consumer attitudes are shifting. For example,
our own recent research in Australia showed
that 63% of commuters in major cities are
changing their travel habits - switching to
public transit and ridesharing, cycling or
adjusting their work hours.
However, much depends on where cities and
governments are in terms of their urban
mobility planning and whether they have
supporting infrastructure in place.
Ensuring reliable urban mobility is more
than tinkering with traffic signaling; it also
means considering bike-only and HOV-only
lanes, adjusting designated delivery
zones, employing dynamic parking pricing
schemes, electric charging infrastructure,
and introducing pedestrian and
low-emission zones.

Breaking out of silos

Transport authorities need technical solutions
that help them break silos, integrate with
other systems and share data with public
transport operations and third-party mobility
services. This ensures urban mobility can be
enhanced with the development of smart
services and integrated functionality for
activities like multi-modal transportation
across public and private transportation.

Platform development

As city authorities open up their data
companies will want to integrate various
transportation modes - such as car-, bike-,
and bus-sharing – into their offerings.

This could lead to the continued development
of mobility services by providing a seamless
multi-modal navigation experience that
could eventually even become a complete
mobility platform.
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Platform development could also draw in the
development of complementary on-demand
services, such as food and parcel delivery,
and also the delivery of home and business
services.

What’s vital about this
technical development?

Mobility and on-demand delivery
organizations are well-placed to accelerate
the development of electric vehicles and
create sustained growth with a more
‘’green’’ portfolio of services that meet the
environmental concerns and match the
agenda of consumers.

Ultimately, that might mean adopting
intelligent software, data analytics and
artificial intelligence to enable automated and
connected cars; however, in the near-term,
creating modular platforms could be critical
to extended location-aware product and
service diversity.

How can businesses
achieve this outcome?

Modular platforms will provide the flexibility
needed to define unique selling principles
and to help these businesses evaluate
and implement new use cases that will
enhance urban living.

Critically, a modular and flexible platform
could also enable simple implementation in
new locations and cultures, while preserving a
delightful user experience.
Deploying modular and complementary
technologies with global coverage, reach and
depth could help service providers deliver
sustainable competitive differentiation. This
helps improve urban mobility and provides
the revenue to scale and develop new and
improved services.

Discover more about HERE and how it
helps businesses that move people to
enhance operations:

HERE can help on-demand businesses
iron out inefficiencies and make that extra
drop-off with location intelligence.
Contact us

About HERE Technologies
HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people, enterprises and cities to harness the power of
location. By making sense of the world through the lens of location we empower our customers to achieve better
outcomes – from helping a city manage its infrastructure or an enterprise optimize its assets to guiding drivers
to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new generation of cloud-based location
platform services, visit 360.here.com and here.com
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